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Pr~posal to .expand
S/ (J considered
by Sy;lvi~ -Long
"I feel that'nd matter what the
arguments are it .boils down to
Ute fact that it'§ a fundamental .
i;ight of a student," said Allan
Anweiss •11 defending the
proposal Which he, Andy
Christiensen '76 and Daniel
:Sisenberg-'77 have submitted td
, t11e
Committee
on -- Administration. T_heir proposal
~ d allow. -students to take the
unsatjsfactory · - satisfactory
·on (or any or ·a n of their
wrence·., 09urses in lieu of
des. The gr.acjes would be kept
file 'and the ; students could
~~t to have these grades
tel:()rdea at a later date.
Present .I,inl.verslty . policy
limits ~tudents lo one S~U course
~ term, . ~less the student is
t!ikirigfour er.edits in one term in' wbich'·case'he -can opt for two .
Aflweiss
believes
many
l,awr,,ence students take "gut"
courses because u~ey are afraid
9tib,lll'tirig their GPA. If students
were Jtile to take as many
-courses as they wanted with the
S-1J option, they would be more
likely to take- more courses that
interested and stimulated them:
courses whic_h they might
otherwise avoid because they
-were afraid of. getting a C.
Charles Lauter, dean of stude'lt
affairs, sai"d that most graduate
schools consider a satisfactory
era.cl!i'as tlie equivalent of a letter
grade of . C. _Lauter warned,
"Students intending to go on to
grad,ua-te a'nd professional
S!:hools- should be wary of using the S-U option." He also pointed
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Speaker for
·G rads chosen

out that changing the S-U to a
grade ~t a later date is· often
1mposs1ble because many faculty
members don't want to have to
deal with grades when a student
has opted to take a course S-U.

Navarre Scott Moma day , noted
author and educator, will speak
at commencement exercises on 13
June .
Mom!lday ,
whose
pseudonym is N. Scott, is
pre~ently professor and chairman of English and Comparative
. Allweiss believes grades are an
Literature at Stanford Univerinadequate means of evaluating a
sity .
student's educational experience.
Momaday , a Kiowa Indian who
The grading system too often
grew up on a reservation in New
emphasizes memorization as
Mexico , has · received several
opposed to a thorough unhonors , including a Guggenheim
derstanding of the facts and
Fellowship in 1966 and a Pulitizer
concepts involved in a course.
prize for fiction in 1969. He has
Grading encourages· students to
also published several books
-aspire to get the best mark
including Complete Poems of
possible · rather than to be in-.
·
.
Photo by Nancy Gazzola
Frederick Goddard Tuckerman, _
spired by the course material.
HEWITT:
A
woman
·discovered
cq,mets
but
H~iley
got
the
credit.
House Made of Dacron , and The
Lauter pointed out that most
Way to Rainy Mountain. In 1970
faculty members feel grades are
he and his father, the Indian
an adequate means of evaluation.
artist and educator Al Momaday ,
In fact , they tend to feel that
were awa rded honorary degrees
without grades students are often
from Lawrence Unitersity.
less motivated . "There is a
Commencement speakers are
substantial feeling among faculty
traditionally chosen by President
members," said Lauter, "that
Thomas Smith, based on a list of
students ta_king S-U coµrses don't
suggested speakers compiled by
put forth as much mean effort as
a senior class committee. This
they would if they were receiving
In her talk, -Hewitt combined year's s~niors wanted a speaker
, by Rebecca Moorhead
a letter grade."
statistical information with who would be both interesting
Lauter said that a University
Gloria Hewitt just tells a man personal experience . Hewitt ' and politically unbiased. - Other
has two functions: · awarding she's a mathematician- if she began with the apparent absence suggested speakers included
degrees and educating. He said doesn't want to be bothered by of women in the hard sciences Barbara Walters , Patrick
that both are important, though him. Hewitt, a professor of which she said is due solely to Moynihan, Leonard Bernstein ,
some people put more emphasis mathematics at the University ·of their lack of recognitio~ For Barbara Jordan , and Issac
on ohe than the other. Lauter -- Montana and an elected member example, Caroline Herschel first Asimov.
adtled that grades are an ef- of tlie board of directors of the discovered the comets, yet she
Momaday received his B.A.
fective\ means . of "sifting National ' Organization
for has no ·comet named after her. kom the University of New
students."
Women, spoke last Monday on Textbooks would certainly not Mexico in 1958. He did his
According to Lauter , the "Women in the Sciences" as part- mention her.·
graduate work at Stanford ,
Committee on Administration of Women 's Week. She discussed
Discussing discriminating receiving his M.A. in 1960 and his
will meet to discuss the proposal several aspecJs of her major conditioning , Hewitt explained Ph.D . in 1963. Momaday was an
within the next two weeks. Ap- interests, such as women in the how socialized sexist attitudes associate professor at the
proy_al - by a majority of the hard
sciences ,
sexual play a big role in education . A University of California-Santa
faculty is required before the_ discrimination in education ; recent University of California Barbara and professor of English
proposal can be ac_cepted.
myths and conditioning, an_c:I the study of school-children in grades and Comparative Literature at
the University of Californiadifficulties · of being a black
Berkely before- accepting the
continued on P. 4
female .
position at Stanford.

What eve~ ha]Jpened to
Caroline Herschel?

evening ot·expression:

·~Dancers to perfOrm
.,

'

· Music, movement·, imagination .
and energy will ·c ombine to
produce hext weekend's dance
\ showcase. .
"An Ev:ening of Dance " is
exactly ,that. "The number of
chor~ograph,ers". · said Kay
Kornmeier, '76, director of
choreography ,· ''makes the
'Variation in dance styles and
themesJ;igni.ficant." The styles of

both mu_sic and movement vary

f/:!>m

c~~icai to modern 1:o
sophisticated j_azz. Some of the
iu.oods created are eerie, some
forceful, some geometric or
delicate an:c;Uight, some loose and
flUl.
'
The troup~ is 20 strong, .with
!rom 2-14 dancers participating
1D any one piece:-The music for
"An Evening_ of D:ince" includes
"Tarantula '' by Passport
"~ricano" by Earth, Wind and /
!'irt:, "Reverie" by Debussy, and
'Vo\ce of-the Whale'.' by_George

much easier. "
John Wolfe, '76, di'i-ector , is
looking
for
staging
and
costuming effects that will
visually embellish the dance.
"The primary emphasis is on the
dancer,''- said Wolf, "and the
important thing is that dancers
are not constrained by the set ,
costumes , or lights. The dancer
and the movement must be
embellished ."

,

Staging techniques will give
unity to the production . A color ,
shape , or piece of costum~ng will
draw the different dance styles
together. But the primary purpose of such techniques will be to
create the mood, the sense of

locality. or the particular attitude
.of the piece . The concentration on
the dance mus t not be disturbed.
f,
. The troupe is a large one , and
most have had some dance ex.
.
Photo by Nancy Gazzola •
perience. Because so many more
DANCERS SWAY to "The Voices of the Whale" in preparation for Thursday' s opening.
at · Lawrence are getting in...C.rumb.
terested in dance, the directors
were able to exercise more
"I am pleased with the ideas
same body of skills, " said Wolf. and this is a great chance to see it
and varialions in the show" said
discretion in selection of the
directors are concerned Dancing involves the tot;il por- in action. It is a solid example of
- ~~ .Long, artistic director.
troupe. They were able to ch<_>ose that dance does not disappear trayal of an emotion, mood , or the dance community at
Aue Jazz 'they are doing ·· is
dancers who had some prevwus from the Lawren_c e scene. " We theme. It can tell a story , but it Lawrence. "
especially ·up:fo-date." There are · experience, meaning that the want dance to be more prevalent need not be melodramatic , Yet
There will be three per/ IJ?any origi~l expressions in
directors didn't have to start at Lawrence," said Kornmeier. dance is more · expressive be- formances of "An Evening of
visual effects · as · well a s
from scratch. A project that Dance needs to be promoted cause it is not__constrained to por- Dance,'' on Thursday , Friday
movement. There are· more
continues from year to year through
classes,
annual . tray a particular character. And, and Saturday, 22-24 April, at 8 pm
affords this kind of advant~ge. , productions; monthly workshops , perhaps most significantly , it in Stansbury Theater. Admission
~astic moves being used, an
is 75 cents.
uence traceab~e ,to ,Martha
"Already this year the caliber and a g_r.eater participation of allows no vocal reinforcement.
Gr~am. "There has also been ·a
of the dancers has allowed them dance in the theater .
"There is a lot of talent at
.d&~tfuI, improvement in theto go beyond the technicalities. to - "Dancing and acting come Lawrence,'-' said- Kornmele11,
r
, l!ers," 'said' I:..ong, ','wJ)ich a more intense involveml enA wi~~-,' together as derivatives of 1the

Lo;:~

Ult! development of a show-

the movements themse_ves sa1

/
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Where we are

The Women's Week slogan by the footbrid~;grocl:3!ming
"Here we are; what are you goin~ t(? do about it . ty~ifles an
attitude that undermines the serious goals of Womens Week
-at Lawrence.
,
th
The attitude suggests the movements onl)'. streng
comes in numbers and ~onfrontation. But there is a lot of
frustration to, be found in a formula of confront and ~onve~t,
for satisfaction depends on reaching the people 'h'.ho will resist
the most and in seeing legislation passed. 'Y~ile these are
admirable goals they also take time _and patience .
.
· At the times when we feel the attainment of.these_ goals is
an uphill struggle there is another source of sabsfactio~ t? be
found : developing one's sense o_f self '.1s a ~oman. This 1s a
· positive process that can b~ going on in the face of guffaws,
vetoed legislation and the hke.
. .
.
Gloria Hewitt, the black mathematician. who spoke
Monday brought the point home when she descnb~d how she
deals with male colleagues who _are trying_ to bait her : she
doesn't respond. Several people in the audi~nce seemed ll!1comfortable with that. Wasn't that copping out~ Hewitt
responded that after ten years she can tell the difference
between the times a colleague really wants to have a
- discussion and when he is merely playing games. That ta~~s
not only experience but a thorough knowledge of ~ne s self ..
What is-important is not her particular reaction-many of
us would argue that a response is always necessary-but that
Hewitt is comfortable enough with herself to make that
decision and stick by it. ·
·
The personal growth of every woman is important to the
success of the women's movement. But more than that,
without that self-knowledge no individual can be called
complete.
.· ·
.
What could be more threatening to an outmoded social
structure than a group of women, each of ,whom can say
confidently, yet simply, "I am here."?
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BLACK SYMPOSIUM CALENDAR
17 April, Saturday

St. John's Gospel
Choir

7·1 ).m.
.
Harper Hall

18 April, Sunday

Open House at the
Cultural Center

7-9pm
Cultural
Center

"OralArt" A presen- 8-9pm
tation of African-and Cultural
Center
Black American
folktales
I

19 April, Monday

lmamu Amiri Baraka 8 pm
Riverview

21 April, Wednesday Chester Higgins

4pm
Art Center

22 April, Thursday

Kumba Work shop Ritual Drama

8pm
Coffeehouse .

24 April, Saturday

Joe Mitchell and
the Chicago 1
Renaissance '

2pm
Riverview

't'o The Editor: .
To The Lawrence Community:
The following legislation is
going to be voted on next Wednesday at the LUCC meeting .
. Where.as, tobacco smoke is a
poison and tests have shown that
it is nearly as injurious to a non smoker sitting in a room full of
smoke as it is to·the smoker, and :
Whereas , smokers do not now
respect non-smoker 's bas_ic
rights. to breathe unpolluted air ,
(air- is a basic necessity lo life ,
everyone has a right lo ·breathe

In a medium-sized California
town the medilf led an intense 1
anti -'s moking campaign . The
Letters To, t~e ~ditor: ,
results were amazing. Surveys
It has recently come to ~
before and after the campaign
attention
that ' Law~e~
showed that a large percentage of
University is having troubl"e.
smokers quit and the health of the
~eepi',lg its tuition' costs doWh,
community improved greatly . After
lo~g ( and
tedioua
This legislation could improve deliberation, I believe that I have
the general health of the come up with a suitable solution
Lawrence community; as well as to the problem . Tl'ie Board 1if
give non-smokers the confidence . Trustees has conscientiously
to get and defend their RIGHT invested our· endowment·
TO BREATHE .
· however, they have failed t~
-W. LIGHT RAMSEY, JR., utilize one Qf_the most valuable
resources at their disposal-land.
- We must farm the "Law,ence

Not for blacks--only '

c1;~eari;~s~ndn:o h-smokers are
gr;~~·;~~~iionofLawi-enceinthe
ridiculed for their requests and To The Editors:
Fox Rfver Valley makes commade tb feel guilty about asking
After giving much of my m~rcial ·:forestry a yery atfor and getting their rights , and energy attempting to organize tractive prospect. Due to lower
are irritated and- distracted by ·Black Symposium , I am forced to transportation' costs, .lumber
tobacco poisons , and:
1
,,,__ accept the fact many of the
grown at , Lawrence would be
Whereas, the University should events will not be supported by hi'ghly competitive. Why would
be responsible for maintaining the Lawrence community. Fo,r. Valley Paper buy expensive
community health (or abolishing Perhaps this non-support is due Canadian · lumber, when _ they '
unhealthy situations)
to the myth held by Lawrentians could buy wood that was growa
Be it therefore enacted that ' that Symposium caters only to three blocks away? /
'
1.) Smoking be prohibited in all
black students. This supposition_ In order to manage this
classrooms, as in the Con- is entirely incorrect. The title operation successfully,, we would
servatory, and in movies and " Black Symposilim" only mea~s have to create a new major at
lectures except those held out- that the events are organized oy Lawrence-Forestry. Tl!is
doors , No smoking signs shall be and are c,tbout black people, but it would, of course, draw . many
placed in all classrooms and in is for the enjoyment and aQ.ditional students and, 'with
Youngchild 161.
·
education of the entire Lawrence them, more money : With •careful
2. > If the teacher feels the need
and Appleton Community .
initial planning, different types of
to smoke, a short break be inThough admission is free, we trees could be cultivated -in their
stituted at the teacher's accept donations which go into optimum campus locatioll,. After
disgression .
the Black Scholarship fund . The car_eful consultation with a
Respectfully submitted, amount is left to the individual's prominent and well published
-BASIL GEORGIADIS and - discretion, hence Lawrentia9s treefreak,Elmer"Twigs"Larch,
·
-W. LIGHT RAMSEY· cannot use a restrictive cost as an I hav~ come up with some
excuse for not attending .
/
suitable lop'citions for certain ,
I would like to ask that anyone
Thus once again the invitation types Qf trees .· ·These may be
who.favors this legislation please is extended to Lawrentians to found on the accompanying key.
come support it at the LUCC attend 'the sixth annual· Black The Forestry departmeQt could
meeting Wednesday at 4 pm in . Symposium, and to recognize also develop, through research,
1
Riverview .
that their presence is an im- new strains of fa st growing trees
It is important that this portant part of the event. Those for the Lawrence nurseries and_legislation pass , not just b.ecause who do decide to participate may fore:,its . These ne~strains could
non-smokers deserve their be surprised to· discover that ·also be patented and the patl:)lt
rights , but becatfse it·is tiille that bl~ck peopfe have made, and are rights .- sold., thus, bringing · even
we make smoking tobacco in making contributions to the more money into the University."
public places an unacceptable world's culture.
-,, In time, the University could
-MAQUITA MOODY - a_c quire more land and Il!_ore
t~ing.
·1

All The Presidents Men

-

. has produced a better movie than

I approached Friting this ·
column with a great deal of
·• trepidation . I had begun to equate
any attempt at criticising All The
President's Men with the
defacing of Mt. Rushmore .
Woodward a·nd Bernstein are embedded in _the national con. sciousness. ' The
celluloid
presentation of the two · "hungry"
newspaper re.\-rters who opened
I-"'
up · Watergc,1te, ~~d p~sueci_ the
corruption in 'the Nixon administration, lieeins rather ·
calculated, ~specially in the
patriotic guise o( the Bicentennial.
Before I appear
too cynical , I
,

down, his soµrces. Redford's
many a screenwriter has come pretty boy image provides a
up with originalty . William contrast to Hoffman's radical'
Goldman is to- be commended for "eager-beaver". I was surprised
the thankless job of ·turning by Redford's performance; it
Woodward's and Bernstein's was ·actually as good as U\e plot
p'rose into cinematic dialogue. line ~emanded.
Wh t dd t 0 the uality- 0 f the ., Despite the high-tone quality of
. a a ~q
.
the picture, I have a v:aguely '
picture are the a<:tors themselves. uneasy feeling thaf what I saw
Ben Bradlee, editor 0 the Post, was not a real movie, but rather a
commented after see~ng Jas_on gl ified documentary. I think
Robards'. performance as him
?r . . .
.
'
that the best ,part of the picture ?ne md1c;a~1on of th1._s ,newsree1.
was the effortless acting; one mfluen~e 1s th~ abi;ie~ce of .!!,
b r ed th
la ed recogmzable d•rector .s touch.
e iev
e peop1e w11O P Y
Pakula seems to have had little
t~e role~. The afiitors seem to meas·ureable affect on the
give_ a httle _more because th~y production, having to c.Use
reahze the 1mportance of this 1. ·t·
1 t 1. a n· d estab'i'shed
'1
story. c hances are th a t All. Th e 1m1
h mgt P o· - me
f · 'J'he movie

!.

a

!'o~\~~ly r~i:i;irnd ~:rr~~t!/! Pres!dent's Men ~ill ' be widely ~o!~!~t er~~~f~~n. beca~se of
production gives the story the seen' perha~s bemg used as a Pakula's partial role, it's still a
ring of, authenticity which might reference pomt as to/ w?a~the good story. I just wonder if this
. easily have been bastardized in a Watergate srandal ,was a ut. production has prided itself so
Hollywood version of tile story.
Rober\ Redford and. Dustin much on authenticity that it has
The Washington Post offices are Hoffman' are surprisingly right overlQOked the defin~tion of good
cuplicated intact, even to the for the roles. The chemistry movie art.
point where scrap paper from the which- existed between Wood-PAULA UHRIG
Post was shinped to the set in ward and Bernstein is hinted at in \
California. ·R edford treads the film relationship. The em- Tristana .
'
dangfil"ous waters very well . The phasis of the film is on the story
Mond~y night, the InWatergate scandal is well-known ' itself and · th~ director, Alan · temational Cinema will bring you
by the American people. Ob- Pakula, limits himself - to little Luis Bunuel's Spanish .film
viously fictionalizing the nl!ws speculation as to the relationship Tristana (1970). , Catherine
story was impossible. Instead, between the reporters. There. is Deneuve plays an innocent young
produc"'d
one of the one running gat about
. corrup
,
ted by her
Red 1cord
'
.,.
h the
B amount
·
.
orphan who 1s
· nearest equivalents to the actual of cigc,1rettes t at ernstem guardian, the hedonistic Don
~
events Of a Story that has Come smokes. The characterization
i. f
Lope. Tristana ,aim1y exposes an
out the Hollywood sound stages in comes not so muci, rom the exchange of wrongdoings and ,
- a long time. For that he is _to be dialogue l!.S from the movements seething emotiorts as irony runs
of the actors .
Contratulated. ·
its course. Fair Tristana
The true story is bizarre
Hoffman's Bernstein is full hi .becomes the em'b\Hered pervert,
enough ,to hold the audience's nervous energy ; always ready to while j)on Lope is, re<luced to a
attention; complete with late- be- different, to argue ' and to mere maia:servent.
night rendevous _in a dimly-lit pressure. He's overtly ambitious,
·. Unlike inany · of his earlier ·
garage that reminds -one of old picking up W~odward's copy· films ,' 1Bunuel imbued Tris~na
spy movies . The workings of the from the desk m search for a with a, mellow mood and b1tmg
· repor:..fers in fleshing out the story story that will fulfilt . his irony. By exploring the games of
are fascinating. We know what aspirations. Redford's Woodward--.... life in Toledo during the twenties,
happens, but tpe sheer energy of serves as an -excellent stooge for Bunuel exposed the delicate
the picture creates an edge .of · Hoffman's bursts of energy . _J)yprocr!sies of churfh and
suspense. ' It becomes apparent Woodward has a high boiling society.
that the desire for autlienticity point 'which allows him to Wear

4

---- inents. A large
d be spawned from
ings. Our forestry
, being part of a nont organization (Lawrence
$'9ity>, would not even have
pay federal taxes . The
tmiversity run and owne'd inclustl'Y would keep our tuition .
down while enriching the
Lawrence community with \intelligent forestry students .
Who needs the wide open
spaces of the Lawrence green?
Just pictur.e yourself walking to
class amid well planned rows of
white aiid jack pines. Instead of
cutting the grass , our main' tainence staff could prune the
trees. The humming of buzz ·saws
. and transport trucks would
permanently replace the noise
that we have come to miss since
the completion of Mudd . In short
there are millions , of reason~
why we should be farming the
Lawrence green. Let's get off our
duffs and do it!!!!

co

-

Projected tree locations
Colman-p0plar.
Health Center-hemlock ,
eucalyptus, cinchona,
·sickamot:e.
Brokaw-cypress, weeping
will9w .. \
Conservatory-<:onifers'
peaches.
Chapel-palms, Christmas

Purge Lawrence
To The Editor :
Fellow Lawrentians:
,
In the spirit, of the first great
purge, God 's destruction of the
earth through flood (that's the
one with Noah's ark) , we present
PURGE LAWRENCE . This is an
organization which has been
sorely needed this past year , but
especially always
A d b
discussion in policy ~~ a~e als~
referring to non-persons a d
.
n non
Comm 1.ttees . B Y. purpose
, we
mean PURGE 1 '
'
· M b h · : Th C
. . b emd er~ tin
e ommi~tee
is asel so et Y upbon unbslwerving,
nay a mos un eara e commitment to the i r1'
bl
h
na ~na e
b~~an tr~~hs set forth in our
· p et , . A Statement or
anygenc of t~e Forms , Apparen_t Assumphons , and U~consc10us _Inte?,ts , or The Co~m1c
Connect1?n ,_
forthcom~ng .
Membership in The Committee
requires signing The Document
in blood , with parental approval ,
be it financial , spiritual , genetic
or otherwise .
··
" If a pers on signs this
. Document, or he does not sign
this Document , can he still be a
member? " Patti Smith mused ,
doing something to a foreign book
with a meat cleaver . "It's like
we 'll eat 'em for breakfast !"

Plan-tz-part i c I e boa rd ,
plywood.
Library-pape.r birch.
tangerine,
1Downer-pear ,
aJ)ficot.
K'.obl'er-maindenhair _fern.
stand oJ virgin pines ,
dogwood,
Quad-olives.
Shoreline-beach.
Other side of river-<:hestnut.
Sage-tree of knowledge
,{al)ple).
Cook houi;e-potted palms.
l}nion-gum ,,_..-

Ari center-fig trees .

Main Hall-black forest.
Youngchild-elm,

bananna,

'IPPle.
$.tep~enson-m,asonite.
Physical plant-ash .
Ormsby-th~rn -trees .

John A. Blumenfeld, Jr.

Wjfe . hunting?,

I•

~Uer To the Editor:
LQoking for GREi\ T wife?
Maybe~' not now, or in the
ftlreseeable future-but shopping
around is worth it. There are
.many _admirable characteristics
to look for in a good woman if she
is to be considered a satisfying
marital partner . Take the time to
think this list over . You owe
yourself a good marriage.
Doe_s your ~irlfriend have:

a

1.) · a iYillingness

to . talk-out

8.) trustworthiness, truthfulness ,
loyalty to you and her friends?
9. intelligence plus common

-- ,

· 10.> a down -to~arth friendship

· with you? Is she both a lover as
}Veil as a good buddy? _
11.) good'nealth? Does she love
the outdoors?
12.> healthy attitude toward·s
sex? Can you both talk openly
about sex?
13.) goo.,d looks? Is she naturally
beaufiful to you?.
14.) a nice family? What is her
mother likt!?
l5.) sound ideals about the family
unit?
)

.

..

.t

past boyfr1epds? What kmd
boys or men were th ey ?.
• respect for money?
appreciation . of simple

?

.

,
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Alyin added to this, "If Y,OU don't ordinator,; Gen. idi Amin
bring Your own ball you can't
We spent the remainder of the
play ...
\
evening working on our calendar
1
~'essr_s . Stalin & McCar.thy of events and t~lephoning
ch1me~m that , "belonging to the threats. Lawrence will be
gro_up would entail more than just purged. " He who is not with me is'
voting and having a reasonable against me ."
knowledge of the operation of
·
machine guns in enclosed areas "
before gett_ing int~ an argume~t \
over the finer points·. All comI I
":ittee _members did agree that
·
~issenting mem.~ers would be
by Martha Fischer
asked to leave .
Student art and literature will
Ms . Gandhi accused the be available to members of the
Lawrence community of ' looking Dawre~ce comm.unity . for even
at the ~~rid th~ou~h cultural less this term , as the price of
gras~es . ' She attributed the Tropos drops from 75c to 50c.
questionable succ_e ss. of other
But for Tropos. formerly
well-meant o~gamzat10ns , such th~ T1·op_os-Revue. few other
as the Republican party and her l~mgs will have changed . Arown g~vernment , to name two , as l1~l~s . on art, m~sic , literary _
re!,u_lting . from ,
"latent cnt1c1sm, ~nd aesthetic conmamfestatations of the caste trove.rs1es will be welcome. Our
system .",_Patti Smith was quick goal, is t~. put o~t a good
t~ iidd , I mean , we gotta be maga_zme , ;- . ·co:ed1~ or, , John
diverse . look at the Sears catalog , H~ldndge, 76 ?a_1d . . We re not .
where, are my r:ecords, man! going t~ be ng1d m our apT~ere s a, ~enef1t ~o 1~S all, proach .
.
.
Y kno~? Its hke tangible in your
Th_e magazine 1s presen_tly
head .
seeking student help and creative
. Mrs . Carroll brought in the contri'~utions . " We want the
pizza , French toast , toast, and magazine to appeal to the
donuts, as well as the new Jimmy Lawrenee community," said coCliff album . ·
editor Sarah Mustoe , '76. " We
Joe McCarthy expressed his hope people wil! be interested
concern for the need of a purged enou~h to bu)'. 1t, read 1t, and
community, " in this holy season, contnbute to it. We could use
elitist nimrods are not limited to people to help us ."
instit_u~ions and recreation room
"YJe need help with '. l~you~ :
telev1s1on networ~s . My dema_n ds typing,
and .~dvertlsing,
have been consistently denied. Holdridge added . Right now we
' ~on:ination of minorities , aren_' t sure what the whole th_ing
Justice , prisons , communists, entails. Our p_resent poh~y is, if a
neo-right-thinking people . .. "
person submits something , he'll
p att1. , cut in
. , "It's the way have _to t ype 1·t up, un 1e_ss 1·t· speople think man I mean
" _especially long or complicated .
Chuck Ma'nson 'admitted · th~t Then we'll help."
·"r.elative privacy" was no longer
No genre is excluded: poetry,
.
. .
h t
t ·.
d
econom1cally , poht1cally , or essays, s or
s ones , an
morally feasible , " there are mystenes are to be mcluded in
perverts
a·nq
elitists Tropos_. "We hav~ . no standards
everywhere."
regardmg obscenities except for
.
. . .. ,
what constitutes libel , slander , or
M.~- Stalm · We II purge them , bad art," Holdridge said . " In the
too . .
_
fall , there was a lack of material.
Officer? were _elected _.
.
With the Hicks awards in the
Co-ordinator· Pa~ti Smith spring, we should get a lot more .
Bureaucrat~c. Co-ord1~ator; J .
Stalm Pubhc1ty Co-ordinator ; J.
Mc~arthy Underground Coordinator ; Chuck Manson U.K .•
Co-ordinator ; Alvin Stardust
Ambassador to .Tamaica ; Indira
Gandhi Caterer; R . Leone
Rutledge· Carroll S·e cretary ;
Peter Parker Continental Co·
ordinator; Edith Piaf Treasurer ;
1Bob Woodward Ersatz ·co-
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Respectfully submitted,
PETER PARKER

Secretary. The Committee

P .S. Weekly ·meetings are held
every Sunday morning at 10:30 in
the Sage Lower Lounge .

Edttor.s·- V'.ev/z·ve

0

0

Pc;,ge Three

Tropos

We could use more than tha t. We
prefer Jots of 'high art , or serious
art. "
'
"We would like to see some
good , serious efforts, " Mustoe
added . , " This is a Jon g-standing
tradition . P eople I've talked to
have told me they were happy to
see Tropos get going. Ann
Laska ya , '76 the past editor ,
couldn 't get enough material ,
help or interes t She was upset
abo~t the apathy of Lawrence
s tudents - s he got pretty
disgusted."
Sales are a major worry.
" They had a lot of problems last
spring ," Holdridge said . " For
some reason, it wouldn 't sell.
There are stacks of th em lyi ng
around somewh ere . That 's why
we cut the price ."
Features will include the fi ve
different literary prizes offered
by the English department. "We
can use everything subm itted fo r
the Hi cks pri ze," Holdridge sa id .
"But only two-thirds of the people
remembered to give us a copy.
There should be two critical
papers on literature and journalism . We are also askin g a few
people we· kn ow who are in
· · . John Cornish
creative
wntmg
will be our poetry editor "
Mustoe said " We ~a nt a
variety in the field of art. We 'll
d'
·
~
e it with what we know from
English courses. Th e best
sources avai-Iable will be printed .
We will accept articles from
profs ."
Though in the past the Tropos
did not sell well , Holdridge says,
" We hope to be successful in
stimulating student interest. "

s ·Iack Syl11posium will
-emphasize creativity ·

problems-?
2.) mutual interests to share
between the two of you?
8.) empathy and-cQmpassion for
others?.
,
4.)- a good sense of humor ,
especially under stress?
5.) a respect for both her ,and
youf' necessity for continued
growth?
6.) integrity?
7:) s~mina, •guts or a backbone '
during a crisis, emergency or
serious ~roblem? Does she
stand up for what she believes?

sense~ --·

~

J and J

trees.

.

. ·....

19.) any st
,
ideals?_
rong materialistic
20
· > a preoccupation with h
21 s7r trr~spect of herself? er· e 1e in God?
22
-~hability to_get ~long well with .
0 ers? ; with children?
23 -> .r~deeming qualities· in the
opinions of others?
24 . ) any _ established goals
aspirations?
or
25h.) an ~onest description of
erself if asked ?
26.) de~cation ? Does she utilize
her. time well . and have an
a b1hty to concentrate ?
27.) emotional stability?
28. ) tendencies towards being a
hypochondriac ?
29.) ~nr . established values of
femmm1ty , masculinity , male
and female ego , social roles
r.restig_e
" _and
being
established in society?
3'0.) creativity?
_Impossible to find someone
w1~h . most of these charaotenstics ? Not at all. It takes time
and you have that in your favor .

-

The theme of this year's Black
Symposium is MBARI , an Ibo
word meaning creativity . The
concept of creativity for Africans
is somewhat differen L from the
definition held by Western
culture . MBARI implies that all
that is created is functional , that
there is no such' thing as " art for
art's sake ", or " ideas for ideas
sake". Thus when an African
carved a mask, it was not solely
for its beauty , but was also used
within a religious ritual.
The act of creation takes place
on all levels , whether in cooking,
ma king furniture , transmitting
history through the oral tradition,
or giving birth . The _.i dea of
functional art has survived and
ha s becom e a part of the Black
American 1 tradition . This year
through the theme of Black
Symposium studen ts hope to
convey the spirit of MBA RI to all
those who partici pate , and to
impart the beauty of black people
as creators .
·
.
Organized by stude~ts , this
yea r 's Symposium promises to be
exceptional and men!s close
attention . The Symposmm h~s
brought to Lawrence a variety ~f
artists and performers . St. John_s
Gospel Choir , one of the best in
Milwaukee, will give an exa~ple
of gospel music , the musical
heart of black jazz. Photographer
Chester Higgins , co-author of
f L"fe a photographic
Drums o the
1 , Black Man m
,
: essay . on will gi'v e a slide
Americta't· n Hi'g"ins' works
presen a 10 .
i;;•

have a ppeared in Life, Ebony ,
an,d Look. and his presentation
will include pictures to appear in
his forthcoming book : A Portrait

Photo by Ira Rock

JUST AN EXAMPLE of Black Symposium co nvivia lit y.

of -Black America 1850-1950.

The Kumba Workshop , an
outstanding and highly acc la im e d · theater group from
Chicago, returns this year for a
second a ppeara nce . Their unique
perform ance of ritual dram a is
an amalgam of Old and New
World Black .Theater . Joe Mitchell , a poet whose published
works include Oh WQman , and
Chicag o Renaiss:rnce will conduct a poetry · workshop and
discus s ion of problem s in
publishing creative writing .
Outstanding ampng those invited is Imamu Amiri Baraka
(Leroi Jones ). Imamu Bara ka 's
co ntribution allows only an
inadequate ca psulation . His
talents h~ve ranged and r aged
throughout the 60's and 70's as a
playwright , essayist, poet. His
Arabic nam e implies sage and
spiritual leader _of black people.
His plays, Cagam, an incomplete
listing ,}
Dutchman
whi c h
received the 1964 Obie Award,
Great Goodness of Life, Slave
Ship, Black Mass, The Slave,

represent the genesis of con·
temporary black theatre. As poet
and spokesman for the black ar~s
movement, he as no other man in
the 20th century is responsible for

changing the currents of New
World African culture and the
creation of a people's vision.

1976-77 COUNSELORS
Dee Amaden
Steven Anderson
Jon Aries
Gala Atkinson
Mari sa Boge
Alex Bolya natz
Tecry Bolz*
Mark Breseman
Bob Brightman
John Cipriani
Bettina Cuneo
Joe DeLuca*
Elizabeth Doherty
Cyd Einck
Brent Erensel
Nancy Fay
Chuck Greenburg
Tricia Grippo
Tracy Grogan
Connie Hansen
Mary Jo Howarth
Ellen Jakes*
Sally Kienker
Kent Knudsen
Kathy Krohn
Martha Lee*

Steve LeSueur
Joel Narty
Bart Mc Guinn
Elaine Milius
Kathleen Muir
Martha Olson Greg Pettigrew
Mike Powers
Mary Reed*
Kevin Retelle
Eli za beth Richter
Penn Rftter
Stephen Robbins
Ja yne Rohlke
P-aul Schmidt
Michael Schwartz
Penny Sheaffer
Jon Siegel
Carol Snook
Catherine Steiner
Michael Sterling
Cher Zimmerman
Margaret Zola
* Head Counselor
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by Deb Davidson
Each owne·r ha!l_-the resp.on.
As. spring slowly comes to_ sibility of pla,!lting his1her .tree.•
· L?wrence, many· of us seek out a , On Saturday ·morning 1 May an ,
nearby tree to lean against a_nd the trees will be sent to thefr
enjoy the warmer weather. purchasers complete with earth,
During the past year however , fertilizer and instrgcticms. All
many trees on campus have , trees will be planted that morfallen victim to Dutch · Elm ning.
.
·
disease. So many trees have had
Letters explaining the project
to · be cut , in _fact, t_hat' the have been sent to the faculty and
Universily can no longer afford to staJf and .to formal c;ampus
replace all of them.
groups such as the s9r0Fities· and
For this reason , Trever,-s head the Co-op. However any person or
residents, Tom and Anne Nor- group with $15 and som_e time and
man , have organized a campaign e(fort to gh1:e is most welconi"e to
to encourage campus groups to · buy -a tree. For exa,mple, group
donate $15 to b.uy , a tree . Those of .friends or the residents of a
who contribute money become aorm could get together.and raise
act ual owners of · the · tree the money.
although the University reserves
There will be sign-up sheets
the right to have the tree planted av ail able', in Downe~ .- Thewhere it is _most needed. In order •deadline for si-gn4lg up to buy a
to give a little variety to the flora _tree is Earth Day, 22 April. For
on campus, oak , locust , and ash any questions, contact Anne
trees will be bought - instea,d of Norm-an, Tr.ever H~ll, ;ext.. 273.
the w~ual map\e.
,

/

a

-

Photo by Dove Dovenporl

BROWNSTONE HOUSES are just one of the many quajnt features of New Town, UEP

participant's home territory.

-

Urban ·students
teach creatively

and teaching methodology.
Participants - acquire an ~pprecia tion
and
working
knowledge of the use of
classroom creativity;.:th~ _impact
of the city and · poht1cs on
education, use .of consciousnessby David Davenport
Forest High School. At Oak Park raising, the challenge of children
The Urban Education Program I taught Biology to two different with learning disabilities, the use
offers an alternative student ability groups in the conventional of · film resources ; the hidden
teaching
experience
to school , taught a variety of classes curriculum of life-long learning ,
Lawrentians who are interested from photography to sociology in and a' host, of other topics. These
in teaching certifi cat ion .
the Alternative School I'rogram , workshops are a feature unique
The Urban Education Program and developed a special project to the Chicago teaching program.
<UEP ) is an ACM activity based · with the school administration.
UEP participants become
in New Town. on the near North
high:ly
involved . in
the
Side of Chicago . The UEP , · ' Every school , day, at noon,. I professional
aspects
of
went
through
a
physical
trandirected by Marilyn Turkovich ,
education. This extended insformation
from
very
casual
offers its participants a diverse
volvement leads UEP director
experience in leaching. Student "alternative school " attire to Turkovich to caU ttie program an
teachers do their teaching in a dressy "regular school" clothing "intern teaching'·'- rather than
wide variety of schools: public , - a ritual people in both schools "student teaching" experience /
·
.
.
Photo by' Bove ,Oav!!nport .
Cathol ic , Lutheran, Montessori , found amusing .
· Another feature of the UEP is a . MARILYN TURKOVICH, Directo,r of _the ACM Urban ·Edu- alternative, and schools for the
·
In addition t~ daily student weekly group meeting \which cation Program.
/
special child. Last term teaching activities in 'the schools, focuses . on the concerns which
Lawrentians taught in an innerprogram participants have about
.......
ci ty a lternative - school, - a s_t~dent~s. on .thk~ prog~am ~~d their own experience in . their to_a rival gang on 14 February,
suburban high school, Chicago t1c1pka he m wheeldy stemt1hnarsUEP respective schools . -These "C- . 1929. New Town, as a center for
Pu,blic High Schools, a North Side wor.ds opst e Tha
e
- d young peop1e, 0"ffers a , .
•tt
evening
- group" meetings
serve as a time ' ar t·IS t·s.an
free school , and a suburban gea quar ers.
ese .
- --f ,
· ·
- wide variety of pleasant
1
gatherings led by a variety of
or _counse mg , commumcatio11,
.
,
,
.
.
in d fr
p
alternative school.
'
1
ed clarification
co-ordination d1stract10ns . . . stre~ts1de- cont ue
oa:_n · 1
· '
' 1 sculpture small specialty sliops
I chose to do my student resource _peop e, are concer~
et cetera.
. . ,
. ,_
teaching at Oak Park and River with special aspects of education confrontat10n,
Students on the UEP reside in used book stores, a host of mo:v1e , 2-12 showed no sex difference in
children's preference. for the
apartments in the '.' New Town h?uses and t~eaters, p1d m~n- the
"gu·een of sciences," math. Yet
area of Chicago. Nearby are _s10_ns, and lively pu~s- with·
Lincoln Park attractions such as Gumness stout on tap .· Clark 41 per-cent of the teachers felt
the . Zoo, the Historical Socie,ty, .:S~reet- and bustling Diversey, boys excellec\ in this area, and no
the Academy of Science.,. the Lmco~n , and_ Broadway Avenues · teachers felt that girls-did better.
b'otaniq1l Conservatory, and the are f~lle_d with pe?ple of_e_very
Cit:ing~ a Danish study _..of
Lake. Monuments to Chicago's d~scriphon b?th by ~ay ana . by worn.en, Hewitt said that girl's
gangland history are also in the night. Ppbhc transportation toys do not train them to use their
neighborhood . makes t_he Loop_ an~ ·othe~ parts intellect abstractly. Through the
Some , of the best deep~ish of the city readily accessible. majority of most women's lives,
pizza in town can be enjoyed at a
Through exploration of.the city,· ' said Hewitt,· there ·is ·little time
.cozy restaurant just across the students involved in thS ,Urban
for
concentration, - - and
street from where Al Capone ·Education Program learn as traditionally they have ' worked
delivered a deadly forget111e-not well as tea-Ch .
. w-ith their hands more often than
with their" int_!lll~t. It is not
r·
' always· admitted that w.9me~ _are
~,u-....,4~...,.,-i~..._.Vi,...-'ll,_,.._J&,._....~fl',,.._"f equally- -c-apable intellectual
beings. But, as Hewitt '.n oted," no
one's ever been able to pro:v.e
women are 9umber."
From a more personal stand- point,J:Jewitt said, "wh~n one is
blac!k and when-one is female,.. it
· is difficult to tell which you're
- being 'gotten'\ for ." .And she
. stated that there is no support
f-rnm organizaUon_J,- because
-.,,usually there are no women
-....._
. members 'in black groups, and no
)
black membens· in women's
Formerly known as TfiE MARK
groups. Hewitt \\;'.as lucky enough
to go through schools with an
Next to Brokaw 011 College Ave.
unusually , · ~pportive
atmosphere : 'rhgugh she S;!id
/'\
"males have the advantage that
. : .offering
intelligence i"s almost a secondary s~ual attr.ibute," this was
not the attitude when she and
Richard - Long,
associate
profess01; of mathematics, were
at the U{liversity of Washington
'_'One Day Service"
together. ·
and other
'
c
teUghts
'
.
.
,,_
311 Ea_
st College Avenue

ff e.w
. .). . • • ·-

~~llfl.UY'~

~ z a-~arlo ..
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Today
-..,. Wednesday ~
7:30 pm: '_'Adam's Rib" will be 8 pm ; A Club :E>uplicate Bridge
shown. in,.,, 161 Youngchild.
Tournament will be held in the
Admission is .75 cents.
'
~offeehouse. The tournament
Tomorrc_>w ·
IS open to students with ·all
10:30
a~: ·' "'l\~o':'ement
levels of exl?ertise. A 25 cent
_ Workshop , an_ experimental
entry f~e will be charged to
~or_kshop focusing o_n personal
cov~_r th~ _cost of a trophy.
fillf1llm_ent and creative release
Register m advance with
of tension, led by_ Sister ToJ}i
Randy Symes , ext. 300.'
A!ln, a _lay nun , will be held in ,
Thursday
R1verv1ew Lounge. ·
· -..8 pm : The coffeehouse will
·1 pm : The children's Recr.e ation
present an AAA program in
Program wil! n:ieet at Plantz . con~unction with Bl'ack Sym,Hall for a _picnic . Anyone inpos1um Week. Beverages and
terested is invited to. come.
goo5Iies will be served. Ach
Bring a- frisbee or kite.
mission ' is 25 cents.
·7:30. pm : "Adam 's Rib " w(ll be
Graduate scholarships
sho"'.n . in . 161 Youngchild .
Applications are due 26 Ap_ril
Adm1ss1on 1s 75 cents.
for the Estelle Rae Reid graduate
8 pm: "Women Alone Together," sc~olarshi~ in th~ field of Jibrary
· a·· play exploring relationships sc~ence, art and journalism. The
among three women in one prize scholarships, which will be
family , will be presented by- awarded on Honors Day , 20 M~y ,
Apple Qgrps, a Madison-based are given to seniors·who intend to
women's theatre group , in c.ontinue in one of the specified
Cloak Theatre . Admission for fields and show promise of
students is $1.00.
success. Anyone interested in' the
Suflday .
library science award should
8 pm: The Lawrence · Concert contact Dennis Ribbens , for the
_ Band, .. dir,ected by Fred art award, Dane Purdo , g_nd the~
Schroeder, .will perform in Journalism award, Dean Lauter
Lawrence Memorial Chapel. by 26 April.
.
. Monday
Gi:stfason Award
4 pm : Professor Ralph N;1·cholas ,
""-!
The Judit)1 Anne Gustafson
of th.e Univer.sity of Chicago Awar d , established in memory of
· will speak on "Caste and the Judith Gustafson of the class of
Religious Context of Ind1·an
~961, is awarded annually to a
Life" in Riverv1·ew Lounge.
· sop homore woman· who·, in the
Tuesday
9pinion of a selection committee,
7: 30 pm : -Professor Ralph ·· best exemplifies "the qualities of
Nicholas of the •University of scholarship ,
high
moral
· ChiGago will lecture on '. 'The
character, integrity, and loyalty
Political Crisis of lndfa " in
to her school and her friends ·
. Riverview Lounge.
which were so characteristic · of
8: 30' pm : The Coffeehouse · will
Ms . Gustafson." All nominations
present the· Union Hill
are _welcomed . Contact Sally
Bluegrass Boys. Admission is 1,'larch, ext, 302, Betsy Morris ,
25
cents .. Edibles · and ' ext. 360 or Ms. Pillinger, ext 228,
beverages will be provided . ·
with nominations.
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Stevens and Fairfield Prizes
LUOperaSociet)'.
:The Honors Committee is
The Lawrence University soliciting nominations for · the
Opera Society is seeking m~m- ' Stevens and the Fairfield Prizes.
ber.s for fall.~erm ·.The operas m a The Stevens Prize is awarded to a
series,,are .. Les Contes d' Hoff; junior man for high scholarship
~an , . . La ,?e?,er.entola,,, and useful activities in UniverPa~~dise ,~ost,
Ri~oletto , sity affairs. The Fairfield Prize is
· ,and T_osca . at the Lyri.c Opera · awarded to a junior showing
111
Ho~se
Chicago. Cost,1s. $62.50 great promise in distinguished
per person and must be paid by 1 service for the promotion of
May · All interested persons are hum an progress. Nominations
encouraged -to ~Uend a meeting and recommendations should be
Tuesday 27 April m Sa_ge Lounge. sent to Mr . Richman , y .280 ,
For furth~r information contact before 28 April.
Ree? Smith , ext. 353 or David
Womens Week T-shirts
Monn , ext. 633.
Saturday is the· last- day for
ordering Women's Week T-shirts.
~kin and scuba diving ~
There are three types available : _
The Chicago Metropolitan Skin " Never underestimate the power
and Scuba Diving Council will of a Woman ", "Women . Hold up
s ponsor
an
underwater , -Half the Sky " and the logo of a
mu I t i media s Y m P O Si u-m fist. The shirts may be ordered at
featuring guest speakers , film s , Downer during meal times for
seminars , exhibits, photography , $2.50 each .
wreck-diving and sea life. On
Skydivers
Saturday 8 May the Shark Film
Skydiving , a future Co-op outing
Festival and Sea Life Film and a possible club for Lawrence,
Festival will b·e presente d · will be offered if there is enough
Sunday, from 10 am to 1 pm , interest. Courses are held
se~inars · and work sho\Js. on Saturdays, Sundays and J1olidays
middle
coast . dLvmg , beginning at 10 am for three to ··
photography ! . marine . : and.· five hours . Cost is · $30 to $39
commercial drvmg , 1~.a dd1t10n t,~ depending on the size of the
Emerger\cy a n. d
How to
group. Ttte price includes al l
p e
t t
II b h Id F
r .sen inf
.a wns wi.
e ed ·t or equipment , complete instruction
more
t
.- orma JOn an
:a_n- a_nd a jump from 3,000 feet For
sportahon to the symposium, information and a free brochure
contact Joh
·
·,: n Ste rba • e xt · 644 ·
contact
John Sterba , 'ext 644 . ·
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''Europe''
'''Europe''

"Europe"
''Europ~''
''Europe''
''Europe''

''Europe'~
AlC:oholiSm at LU? Trowbridge -q4estionaire ''Europe'~-

; by Jlrett Trow~ridge, plinical psychologist
withdrawn?
.
/
About. one out of every nine adult Americans has a s erious
D When drinking do you tend to get in arguments or fights?
'
.
drinking problem. There are, therefore about 1.50 students on
campus who will be disabled by serious drinking problems some- Social life
time in their lives unl.e ss something is done to reverse tne trend.
D Ha~e friends or acquaintances ever. suggested that you cut
This article is aimed at those 150 potential problem drinkers.
down on your drinks?
Drinking problems tend to become progressively worse - -0 Have you been rejected by friends as a result of drinkin'g,
until a crisi's point is reached, so that most problem drinkers ·are
or have some people sto1wed associating with you due to
-- able to rationalize and· excuse their behavior until their lives
drinking?
. begin to be affected, usually around their mid--thirties. Destructive · drinking patterns dever"oped .during the college years are Financial and legal
the precursors of serious alcohol abuse in later life.
D Does money spent on drinking constitute a significant portion of your budget?
. College is the time to establish healthy arinking habits . If
potentially problematic drinking -starts to develop during college, D Have you e~er been in any legal difficulty due to drinking
while driving (open bottle, etc.) or j1ave you ever been in
thi_s is the best time to identify the problem ancl to work to cor-r tPouble with the law from other behavior while drinking?
rect it before it becomes debilitating. It' is certainly easier to
chang~ bad drinking habits now than later in life .
The following quiz ~ill help you lo1determine whether your - Academic
D Have you ever been absent from or late for class due to
own drinking habits· are potentially dangerous. Place a check
hangover or intoxication?
by those questions for which your answer is "yes."
D Do you ever attend class, read assignments, write papers or
take exams in an intoxicated state?
.Non;=Social Drinking
D . Do you find drinl<ing very helpful for nerves, ·depression, D Do you frequently feel gulity because you have spent
time drinking rather than studying?
sleep, o'r to forget?
· ·
I
.
, D Do you drink ·a tone in your i;oom, or go to bars by
. If you have checked two questions, you may possibly beyourself?
_
.
D Do you· ever take a few drinks before you go out to insure. com~ a problem drinker in the future. If you have checked three
boxes,, ·you are well on the way to becoming a problem dr~ker.
· - that you will have enough?
If you have checked four boxes, you have a definite problem
El Do y ou ever take a quick drink when no one is looking?
and
you should take steps to do something about it!
D Do you· ever down · several drinks in order to get a quicker
What can you do? Obvioµsly you can take steps to control and
effect?
, .
D Do you ever have trouble recalling things that you have modulate your drinkirig behavior, by cutting down how much
you drink at any o·ne time and how often you-drink. The counseldone while drinking?
D Do you have trouble in stopping drinking before becoming ing service is ;1vailable to students and is free of charge, and' we
feel we have conside'rabl~ expertise and experience working with
- - completely intoxicated?
'
:•
D Do you e.ver take a drink in order to get rid of a hangover? potential problem drinkers ./
Brett Trowbridge, ext. 471
Counseling Service··
Personality change with drinking

D

Whe~ drinking do you tend to get aggres~ive, cross or very

Lawrence University Artist Series
presents ,

RUMMAGE SALE .
_

1

Infant Welfor.e Circle of th'e
King 's Daughters

Wed ., April.2_1 , 1--4 :30 p .m.
Thurs . . April 22. 9- 10:30 o . m . (half -price On
remain i ng items .

Many bargains - beautiful clothing. house .
:~~~-wores, books. record s, jewelry , toys ,
,t(H SAINT'S EPJSCOPAL CHURClH

Drew Street,Entronce

(!flfl,ly

1$erberian

Works by Mont e ve rd i, Debussy
Ca"ge, Berto, Stravinsky,
Ku"rt Weill, and th e Beatles
Student 'Au s~ Tickets will be
avai labl e at 7 : 40 at the door: $1 .50 !

mezzo-soprano

.)

''Europe''
''Europe'-'

''Europe''
''Europe''
'''Europe''
·''Europe''

1
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LUCC Housing deci~i-q n.
awaits·:s \m ith's approval·
The proposed revisions of the
Housing Assignment Procedure ,
passed by LUCC in March_, are
now waiting for President
Thomas Smith 's approval before
they can go into effect for this
term 's housing selections.
LUCC -Legislation 42 includes
four major changes :
l) No student will be allowed to
reserve a double room alone
without consenting beforehand
to being assigned a roommate
by the Housing Office.
2) A person has the title to a room
only as long as all the beds in
the room are assigned .
.
3) In the event that one assigned
occupant of a double room does
not occupy the space for a
given term , the remaining
occupant will be given the
opportunity to- fill the room
with a roommate of his or her
choice. If he or she does not do
so , the_Housing Committee will
a l assign the individual in a
temporary of emergency space
to a vacant space or :
b ) if a roommate is housed in
temporar y or emergency
housing, the director of housing
may , after consultation , require occupants of halfempt y doubles to move
togeth er , assigning them to the ,
newly-vacated double.

4) Double rooms shall not be used
as , single
rooms while
emergency or temporary
housing is in use.
Another amendment is that
housing seniority will be based on
the number of credits earn\ d at
the end of term two of the
selection year . The, classification
requirements are: \Sophomore 4.5 credits ; Junior - 13 credits ;
Senior · - 22 credits ; Five year
program = 31 credits and
registration in the two-degree
program . A student who wishes .
to have a m'odification of these
requirements because of exceptional
personal
circumstan t es may petition - the
Housing Committee.
A copy of the revised rules will
be put in all the dorms within the
next few weeks , if Smith signs
the changed version . Students are
encouraged to become familiar
wittr the procedure to avoid any
misunderstandings.
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TOM KRUEGER threw pots for t?.e crowd l-ijst Tuesday on_the Art Ce~t~r lawn.

Surviv·al of -the~''frat:e
.st-~' _.,

assessed by the LUCC Housing
,
Committee in conjunction with
·
the LUCC Polling and Elections
by Pete Copeland
nice way to live." He feels the looking good for the next few
Committee and a faculty conWith the exception of the Sig
food is better, living . conditions years." The Betas will have 'n
sultant.
- Eps , Lawrence fraternities. are nicer and the atmosphere actives and two pledges retur- .
appear to·be on the upswing. The makes it a "place he can call ning next y~ar.
current house presidents are home."
·
·
Berghoff stated t)lat while the
. ~onfide11.l the frats will remain
Kelly feels many students have administration is concerned with
~ strong and will continue to offer a
a negative attitude towards tile economics, they "haven't r~ally
positiye alternative to dorm , frats and contends that the ' hindered the Beta·•s .growth."
living.
University has don~ lit,tle to Berghoff feels incoming freshThe Sig Eps have been chimge thil attitude. "The ad- man are- i.' indoctrinated" A>y
receiving . pressure from their m·inistratiori would like to see us · independEl_nt upperclassmen and
· national organization partly die," Ke}ly said. Kelly feels that often do not everi look into
because' they have not actively "everyone on campus benefits in fraternities.
Quiet Atmosphere, Excellent Dining.
participated in rush for the last , having fraternities, but the
Delt president' Steve Hegwood
two years, According to house school'is against us all the way." '7~ stated, "if freshmen~ don't
president 'Jim Cassidy, '77, "it He attributes this attitude to th!\ com~ with a negative attitude
All at a Reasonable Price.
looks like we'll be defunct pretty fact that the frats take money- towards the frats, . the.y get it
soon." Cassidy feels that the from Downer, "the University's pretty quick." He is confident,
combination .of a. "poorly run" money-making machine." Kelly ... however, .that the· frats will,
national organization , an inactive also stated that the high cost of remain an active part of t}\e
administration .and apathy the frat houses up-keep added to · Lawrence communit'y.
·
among the current 'Sig _ Eps - the Univ~rsity's negative at- ··--' Next year the D~lts will have 33
contributed to the apparent titude.
actives returning· and a pledge
demise of the Sig Ep chapter.
Phi Tau president Jim John- class ·of 23. Hegwood feels the
The Sig Eps are more of a son, '77, agreed that several , strength of a fraternity lies in the
group of friends than an active administrators
have · been fact that it Qffers a· person Uie
fraternity in the traditional -- apathetic towards the frats, but chance to live with and become
sense. "We don 't even know the. he stated that some members 6f close to a tight-knit group of
ritual."
the
administration, · · and · friends . "It's like a home,',.,...
There is still hope for the ,Sig esp~cially Stephen Hirby, deaQ of.-.. Hegwood said.
,
Eps, however. Even a small men, , have . been "extremely
'fhe Phi Delts; with 45 actives
group of interested people could helpful " in keeping the Phi Taus and 16 ple!iges, will continue-to be
keep the National alive . Cassidy strong .
a strong fraternity. Phi D~t Earl
Wholesale Prices • 518 N. Appleton St.
ii;i not sure if there is enough
The Phi Taus have ten actives Patterson, '76, is pleased with the
interest a.t Lawrence to keep six and nine pledges returning next growth of the Phi Delts,. but he
frats alive. He feels that year. Johnson feels - student at- stated that the frats must begin to
. "perhaps four would suffic~' titudes towards · fr1;1ts are 'fm- "look at the quad as a whole and
Unless _ something is ·done / proving and the frats will con- to draw on the strength of the
quickly , the Sig Eps will have tinue to grow in the nex . few grnup."
·
•
little chance for survival.
· years . . Things are running
Patterson feels the Phi Delts
The Fijis have seven actives smoothly in the Phi _Tau hom:ie, , are strong bec.a use "we 'work
returning next year. While only "even the National is feeling hard and \ve play hard; there are
three will be living in the house b~tter about us," Johnson said. }lery few people who wouldn't fit
fall term , rush director Mark
Bet(! president Paul B.erghoff, into the Phi Delt house. Patterson
Kelly , '78, stressed the fact that '78, statec;l that aside from a few feels the frats "provide a lot of.
"the Fijis are still solvent/: Kelly problems' with the national the- social atmosphere on camstated that a fraternity offers ~·a organization , "things are really pus" and thus benefit everyone.
·
Patterson is concerned that
r:;::::=:::;::::;::::::::=:::::============::.;:====~ "certain people" 'in .~he administration are '.'somewhat
/
cool". towa~ds the- fqits, but .he
feels that i'f the frats band
together they can attempt . to
c'bange their image with the
·
.
,
administration. Patterson feels a
.
\
strong quad will also serve to
help change student attitudes
l_v!ain Floor Zuefke Building·
towards the frats .

Consumer Electronics

,3 . za.:

/ pl
b.' er Shop
Bar

'

'

.

103 W. College Ave.
734-6300

,\

- .. Come See

Bob, Glen, and .l_oe
At The New
,\

CAMPUS

I

BARBER SHOP
129N. Durkee

_at Washington
~all F,or ApPQintment
' 739-1805
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Page Seven

uggers pull the rug out
from under beaver tails

_ by Juicy Ruggerhugger
have our usual half-barrel The Lawrence Rugby team did
courtes)'. of the Beaver Ruggers,
not play the oondon ruggers last
~ut most of us were hesitant to
weekend . Nor did they travel to .guzzle it down since nearly.
New Zealand to take oh their ·aU of us re membered our
ruggers . But the blue and white \ hangovers from the weekend
Yikes did brave! to that famed
before ."
place on the map , that everAccording to Exner , none of the
growing metropolis where the
LU members we r e injured
people of the city are damned for
serio usly , but some of the
life, (in addition to being damned
''BeaverDammers ''w~ .Several
as beavers ). - BEAVER DAM .
of their members received
Before taking on the Dodge
multiple la¢erat ions , bruises , 1
County Rugby Team , (the official
cuts , and third degree burns - but
name for the motley crew) the
outside of that , nobody was
Yikes stopped before that popular
seriously hurt.
,
shrine. where the blessed "14,000
On LU 's side, Mark' Aschlinian
Busy Beavers ' " sign is located .
ha.cl his nose bent during the
With foreward Mike Exner
game, but according to "Ash " he
leaclfng the group in a half-hour
straighteried it out afterw~rds .
session of silent prayer it was
The team traveled to the
DAMN THESE BEAVERS!
Sunday, after all-the team then
roaring "Roost" for their postcharged out on the playing field
1
match ,business . Note to all
ready for action .
ig"!oramuses unacquainted with
After 'two scoreless periods ,
the best "damn " city in the
and with only about 10 minutes
world, the " Rcf'ost " is one of the
by Dave Rosene
remaining in .the· third period ,
throwing better than he did then .
best Saloons l·n the state
·
It
looked
like both teams could
Vike Kyran Dowling scored the · Featuring
top -notch
pool , have gotten blown away Wed- _Here are the L.U. placers :
first points of. the game on a four
foosball, and outdoor johns, the nes.day ·as strong winds blew .
point goal. He also scored the
All three opponents from
" Roost" is located only 5 miles clouds of dust off St. Norbert 's
P.A.T. for · two points, givjng
Saturday will also appear at the
west of Beaver Dam and only 8
· d
k
miles southwest of South Beaver cm er .trac . When the dust Viking Invitational Relays. The
Lawrence a 6 point lead and the
cleared, Lawrence emerged on
eventuhl victory .
Dam
.
top of an '80-65 score . Charac- Viking Inv . is Lawrence's only
Senior Mark Aschliman , top
The team indulged in a little teristic of this year, Lawrence home meet of the season. It
hooker for the team, described
" foos " appropriately enough , completely dominated the field should give the Vikings a chan ce
the action during and after the
f.n~t
trie.~ht~h st?.~ ,o~t of sever~! events, taking two of every three to make good use of the depth
game. "Our forwards played
they were denied in Ripon . The
1g s w1
e
. . greasers . · places .
excellent . 'X', Hughes , Page ,
In summary, Ash .states, "~t
The most noteworthy in- competition is expected to be
<Coach) Johnson , and Zagzebski
le~st _so per~ent of the ~ame 1s dividual performance was Ron stronger than ever from the ten
were superb."
drmkm~ . '"'.!thout that , 1t would Wopat 's discus toss of 15g,7" · teams competing. Everyone
"Ash,"· in drscri bing the
be ~othmg.
.
.
whil:h earned him a berth to the wishing to see a first-rate track
team's post-game action in a
With that dry _thought m mm? , NCAA Division III National meet is urged to come out at noon ,
slightly inebrjated condition,
the Ruggers next match is meet. Ron was there last year Saturday , 24 April and cheer
state4 that "our partying was
scheduled for the 25th against taking 8th place in the discus and our boys on.
somewhat subdued since it was a
,·
the Green Bay Ruggers at Law- 10th in the shot. He· is already
rence .
_Sunday . But of course we did

Photo by Nancy Gazzola
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Trekkers on a·nd off.track

/

Sandlotters .dropped twin bill
-

,

.

.

.

\

by Jerry Percak'
"with a new term beginning and effectively with his players , due
The Viking basebaU team faces -a lot of things going on , it's not to the two-week preparation
its first big test of the season
easy for them to concentrat~ on period the schedule afforded
tomorrow with a tough twin bill
baseball alone. With the Spring them . .
against the bugaboo'of Lawrence
trip it was nice because we were - One last remark that is. worth
athletics- Ripon . And as can be _ there for the specific -purpose of noting is the fact that the games
expected, it will be no easier a
playing baseball , and there will be at home . Starting at 11 :30
task than those th~ football and
weren't so many diversions ."
am will give all baseball fans a
basketball teams ftlced this year.
The Vikings should be ready for great opportunity to soak up
But it will be more than another
the Ripon games, though. some sun and a few beers . CAIiclassic reoccurrance of a bitter
Blessed with good weather, the non-baseball fans can take part in
riyalry . The _games will, in fact ,
club has been able to get some the latter two activities if they so
be a pivotal point for both clubs .
useful practice in, and Agness desire.) But come on out , have a
, If the Yikes can sweep both
now ha ~ the time tg work more good time, and get rowdy .
games they will be in excellent
position for taking the Wisconsin
division title. Winning three out
of five will send· the Yikes to the
play-<iffs, and a double victory
by Ken Kolodner
LU 's biggest problem, a lack of
tomorrow will be a tremendous
The
Lawrence
University
teatn
play , was a result of the
lift for the club .
·
Lacrosse team · travelled to relative inexperience of most
Of course , · if the Vikings
Madison this past weekend to of the players . The referee--- ·
happen to drop both games, it
open its newly expanded season. ing .also left something , to
means they will h!}ve to fight
their way out of the hole ; no cake- Their schedule for this year in- be desired . Two new checks were
three dates over last sanctioned: the face-maskwalk most , certainly r A split eludes
year's schedu)e.
check, as perfected on Klikumas,
would not give them much either,
Despite the loss of several key and the neck-check, as perfected
for it · would only prolong the
players <goal tender Kirk on Kolodner. In any case, the
agony, and it would also give the
Koloaner an~ offensive playe·rs rudiments for a 1 May upset are
all-important "home - court"
Tom Hodges, Bill Fuller and in the making .
'
advaotage to Ripon . A pair of
Larry Wilson) the LU squad has
- Not to be overlooked are the
victories at Whiting Field is a
the potential to be,the best in -LU two upcoming games with Ripon.
must.
history. Under the leadership of The first is tomorrow at 2 pm' on
Coach Rich Agness has his
Ken Kolodner, the untried Yikes the soccer field . A WLUK-TV1
hands full getting the team ready
took on Iowa State last Saturday. crew will film part of the game;
for the- opening of the series . LU played brilliantly for the most beer will also be provided. After
Considering what befell the Yikes
part. Geoff Meader led all traveling to Ripon for a .1 pm
on their last outing, h,e better scorers with four goals in LU's 12- game next Saturday, LtJ will
have a few tricks up his sleeve . 3 victory. Marv Klickunas, in his demonstrate "Hopkins-style"
An-uninspired Vike.team dropped
second year of Lacrosse, and Lacrosse against Madison on 1
both - ends of a· double-header veteran Brent Erensal , each May at LU . Tentative dates are
against Lake Fore.st last week by scored three goals . Hard-hitting also being arranged with Lake
·scores of-11-1 and 8-2. It was a
Ken Sheppard and Kolodner each . Forest and Knox .
di1?appointing_ start to the Nor- added one goal · apiece.
Rounding out the LU squad are
thern part of the schedule ,
The glory·,was short-lived, mid-fields Sean CN.J .) Boyle
especially after the good signs of however , LU went up against a Reid Abrams, Steve Anderson
the Spring trip. It. also did not
powerful UW-Madison team that and Mark Krogram . The multihelp much losing lo what was
had · come off an earlier 19-1 talented Dave Fortney secures
clearly the weaker of the two victory• over Ripon on Saturday. the goal. Other players showing '
teams, and by such a wide
Although Madison defeated LU much pronHse are Grog Healey,
, margin. handily by a score of 13-2,. the Joe Fasano , Dan Eisenberg, and
"It was due to two basic
general feeling was that t.hmgs Dave Kaehler . Adding to the
things ," Agness said . " The will be different . in the next experience of Walter Briggs and
roo~ies were still trying to work
scheduled me~ting on 1 May. Cliff . M_eader
are
Basil
into the scheme of things , and the
Madison's "all -Maryland" attack . Georg1ad1~ , -Roger McDowell ,
veterans took the ga~es. a litf le
worked too well , confusing the . Butch Ehrich, ~?d laze Dav~
too lightly." When asked to Vike defense ; Meader apd Page . Two !ate comer-o~ers
comment further on the lack of Kolodnei:.provided the only goals . ~re John Lamg and Jon Nichols.
"1centration Agness stated that

Lacrosse lurches onward

~

Shot put l) Ron Wopat 2 ) Gary
Weiss 3) Bob Eddy .
Discus I ) Wopat 2) Steve
Ne um an.
High jump 1 ) Eddy 2) Wopat
3) Rob Stevens.
Jave lin 2) John Dav is .
Triple jump I ) Dave Foss 2)
Davis .
Long-jump 1 ) Stevens 2) Foss.
Pole-vault 3) Da ve Rosene .
IOO yd . dash 1) Stevens 3)
Foss .
220 yd. da sh l) Stevens 3) Foss
440 yd. das h 2) Jim Cameron
)) Bob Montgomery .
880 yd. run 3) Mike Edmonds
Mile 2) Kevin Retelle
3 mile 3) Pete Hoover
4.40 Intermediate hurdles 1)
Jim Jacobs 3) Shawn Woods
120 High hurdles 1) Woods 3)
Jacobs

-
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Track captains chosen
Coach Gene Davis likes to think that being chosen captain of
the track team is one of the greatest honqrs and responsibilities
a track man can have . Therefore, when it comes ti me to choose
the year's captain , he prefers that the nominees be seniors who
have been on the team for every year they were eligible. All of
those nominated this year ha ve shown leader.ship and excellent
ability in their events. When the secret ballots were counted,
three men were tied for the position . Thus, Steve Neuman, John
Davis, and Dave Rosene will be the captains of the 1976 trac k
team.
Steve Neuman was one of the tri-captains last year . He is
from Appleton , majors in geology, and throws the..javelin . John
Davis also from Appleton , is a geology major and throws the
javelin too. He runs hurdles and serves as a backup man for the
relay teams. Dave·Rosene, a history major, is from Wauwatosa ,
and is a pole-vaulter . All three agree that the 1976 track team is
especially strong, especially in field events, and should have a
fine ·season.

Track beauties selected
Five Lawrence Women have graciously accepted the invitation of the Viking track team to reign over the fourth annual
Lawrence Viking Invitational Relays .
This year 's queens are: Libby Barber , '79 ; Cathy
Bonebrake, '79 ; Nan Ci,accio , '79; Elaine Milius, '79 ; and Anne
.Rieselbach. '79.

Ladies' track off to fast start
One of the bright spots in
Lawrence atheletics this spring is
the fine response to the Women 's
Track Club. Soccer and hockey
have proven their worth to the
Lawrence community . And if
things continue the way they are
with the Women's Track Club , it
. t oo will soon become a varsity
sport. _
One of the obvious drawbacks
for the club is that women's track
is sti ll a relatively recent
development and established
opponents are difficult to find .
But the women showed their stuff
at Madison and will have more
opportunities to do so before long .
The Viking Invitational Relays
will warrant a host of spectators.
At the moment the roster reads :

1·

Janet Aronberg
Tricia Abler
Ann Babcock
Kay Baron
Julie F:osbinder
Kathy Kennedy
Ly)lne LaJone
Rachel Nadel
Ginna Portman
Mary Reed
Molly Teas
Wendy Wefler
Sandra Sheppard
Leigh Th.ompson
Muffy Shumway
{\ndrea Wjlliamson
Susan Torrence
Monica Smith

Pai:ie Eight
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INTER.FACE.
-

Whitie, you did not hear
My children cry in the night.
Their cries were in vain,
Not a doctor in sight.
Oh ,- you said, "Let me help."
But can't you see!
There was no Black doctor,
Your colleges aren't free.
My children die, yes, more often than yours.
They die, no one hearing their cry in the ,night
They die without knowing their father did fight.
But worse than their death
Are the living dead yoh made.
Men and women, never out of the grave
In bondage, dea'ci, dead while alive,
The worst kind of a curse
With no passing of~ hearse.

-!''

••

•

So when you ask, "Black Brother,
What can I do?"
There is very little I can say to you
But this.
'Teach your chilaren to live a different way'
Teach your children to-be tr-uly free ,
So when they see a Black child
They cry, "There's a child,
just like me!"
-

BLACK SYMPOSIUM WEEK, 1976

